Influence of the dielectric substrate on the terahertz electric near-field of a hole in a metal
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Abstract: We have studied theoretically and experimentally the influence of a dielectric substrate on the frequency-dependent terahertz electric near-field of a small hole in a metal layer. We find that the near-field transmission spectrum and the two-dimensional field distribution of an empty hole in a thin metal layer on a substrate are almost identical to that of a hole which is also filled with the same dielectric material as the substrate. For thicker metal layers, however, the near-field spectra of filled and unfilled holes become very different. In addition, for thick metal layers, the two-dimensional field distributions are more strongly affected by the substrate, especially if we allow for an air gap between the metal and the substrate. Our results validate the somewhat unusual two-dimensional field distribution measured beneath a hole in a thick metal foil and highlight the effect that a substrate can have on the measurement of the near-field of an object.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, the study of light transmission by holes and hole arrays in metal films has led to many discoveries and applications.[1, 2, 3] Although most of the work has concentrated on visible and near-infrared light or in the millimeter wave range [4], recent experiments have also been performed at terahertz (THz) frequencies.[5, 6, 7] One advantage of using THz light is that techniques exist, such as terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [8], in which the full, time-dependent electric field of a broadband, single-cycle light pulse is detected, rather than the light intensity. In the THz frequency range, the skin depth of light in a metal such as gold is on the order of 80 nm, which is not very different from the skin depth of visible light. To study light transmission by holes and hole arrays in metal films therefore, it suffices to use metal layers which are hundreds of nanometers thick to prevent direct transmission of light through the metal. Metal layers of such a small thickness, however, require a substrate to support them, leading to the question how the substrate influences the transmission properties of the holes.

Recently, we reported on the measurement of the THz electric near-field of sub-wavelength-sized holes fabricated in a 200 nm thick gold film deposited on a GaP crystal.[9] In these experiments, we measured the frequency-dependent transmission of a hole in a plane immediately beneath it, allowing us to observe details in the electric near-field with a spatial resolution up to two orders of magnitude smaller than the diameter of the hole. At low THz frequencies, when the wavelength is much larger than the hole diameter, we were able to make a detailed comparison between our measurements and the predictions made by Bouwkamp [10] for the transmission of light by small sub-wavelength sized holes. Our experimental results also indicated that the strongest THz electric fields occurred at a frequency close to the calculated cut-off frequency of a circular waveguide, assuming that this waveguide is entirely filled with the dielectric material on which the metal is deposited. In fact, the hole, although having a depth of only 200 nm is not filled with GaP. Intuitively, it is to be expected that the substrate plays an important role in the transmission properties of the hole in the metal layer. However, the interplay between hole diameter, metal layer thickness, and presence of the substrate, is currently, as far as we know, not well understood.

Here, we provide measurements and calculations of the effect of the dielectric substrate on the frequency-dependent THz electric near-field. Our calculations show that for a subwavelength, circular hole on GaP having a diameter of 100 μm, typical of the hole sizes studied in our experiments, the transmission properties of the unfilled hole and the same hole also filled with GaP are virtually identical. This is true only if the thickness of the metal layer deposited on the GaP substrate is less than 2 μm. Measurements of the in-plane electric
near-field component, $E_x$, and the longitudinal component, $E_z$, beneath a 100 $\mu$m diameter hole fabricated in a 200 nm thick gold layer deposited on GaP confirm our calculations. When the metal layer thickness increases, our calculations predict that the frequency-dependent transmission of both filled and unfilled holes on GaP changes dramatically. The differences in the frequency-dependent transmission between filled and unfilled holes become substantial, even for a metal layer thickness of only 5 $\mu$m, which is still only a small fraction of the hole diameter. At the same time, at frequencies below the lowest cut-off frequencies, the two-dimensional electric field patterns calculated in a plane beneath the hole are very similar, showing mostly changes in amplitude. For metal foils of 200 $\mu$m thickness, calculations show that the influence of the substrate on the electric near-field spectrum beneath the metal foils is relatively limited. We find that this agrees with measurements of $E_x$ and $E_z$, which show cut-off frequencies corresponding to the ones of free-standing foils. However, the spatial distribution of the amplitude of the electric near-field is more perturbed by the presence of the GaP than in the case of the thin layer. For thick metal foil, we also study the effect of the presence of an air gap between the metal and the crystal. These calculations show fields that extend to regions under the metal at a considerable in-plane distance from the hole. Our results provide important information on how the electric near-field of a sub-wavelength hole is affected by the presence of the substrate, as well as the influence of the metal layer thickness on the frequency-dependent transmission of such a hole.

2. Thin metal layer: influence of the GaP crystal

2.1. Frequency dependence

In order to understand the influence of the GaP crystal underneath our structure, we have calculated, using CST Microwave Studio, the electric near-field for three configurations as shown in Fig. 1. In all cases, a 100 $\mu$m diameter hole is defined in a 0.5 $\mu$m thick gold layer, that is assumed to be a perfect conductor. The electric field of the THz pulse is incident on the hole from above and linearly polarised along the $x$ direction. The first configuration assumes that the metal layer is free standing. For the second configuration, we add a GaP crystal in contact with the bottom of the metal layer. The THz index of refraction is taken equal to 3.4. The last configuration is similar to the previous one, except that, in addition, the hole is now also filled with the same GaP material. These three cases will be referred to later as "Free standing", "In contact" and "In contact and filled", respectively.

In Figs. 2 (a) and (b), we plot the electric near-fields, $|E_x|$ and $|E_z|$, calculated at a fixed position in a plane 10 $\mu$m below the hole, as a function of frequency, for each of the three configurations shown in Fig. 1. For $|E_x|$, a position exactly under the center of the aperture was chosen; for $|E_z|$, a position underneath the edge was chosen, where this field component is strongest. The near-field spectra are normalized with respect to the input spectrum of the incident pulse.

For $|E_x|$, the calculations show that for the free-standing film, the amplitude first increases, then reaches a maximum around 1.4 THz, before finally decreasing again. These results for the individual fields resemble the results obtained by Garcia de Abajo [11] for the overall transmitted power of a free standing hole. In the "In contact" and "In contact and filled" cases, the maximum is less pronounced and looks more like a plateau from 0.5 THz till 1.5 THz. A striking result is that the curves calculated in the "In contact" and "In contact and filled" cases do not differ significantly from each other.

The calculated $|E_z|$ shows a similar behavior. The amplitude in the "In contact" and "In contact and filled" cases slowly increases with frequency until it reaches a maximum around 0.6 THz, followed by a slow decay. In the "Free standing" case, the maximum is reached at a much higher frequency, around 1.4 THz, which is similar to that observed for $|E_z|$. Here too,
Fig. 1. Drawing of the three different configurations used in the calculations of the electric near-field under a thin metal layer containing a hole. The terahertz pulse is incident from above and polarised along the x-axis. In the three cases, the circular hole has a diameter of 100 μm. The thickness of the gold layer is 0.5 μm. All fields were calculated in a plane 10 μm below the metal layer. Left: the metal is free standing. Middle: a layer of GaP, index n=3.4, is placed in contact with the metal layer. Right: the GaP crystal is in contact with the metal layer and also fills the hole.

Fig. 2. Calculated electric field component a) $|E_x|$ and b) $|E_z|$ as a function of frequency, 10 μm below a 100 μm diameter hole made in a 0.5 μm thick metal layer. The red dotted line corresponds to the "Free standing" case. The broken lines correspond to the configuration in which the GaP is in contact with the metal and fills the hole (see Fig. 1). The solid line is the data from a measurement performed on a 100 μm diameter hole made in a 200 nm thick gold layer which is directly deposited onto a GaP crystal. All near-field spectra are normalized with respect to the spectrum of the incident pulse.
we observe that the curves in the "In contact" and "In contact and filled" cases, are practically indistinguishable.

We now wish to compare the calculations with actual measurements of the near-field components. For this we use a near-field setup, capable of measuring all three components, $E_x$, $E_y$, and $E_z$, of the electric near-field underneath the hole with a spatial resolution of about 10 $\mu$m. The setup is described in detail elsewhere [12, 13] and is distinct from other setups used to measure the near-field in that the longitudinal field component is also measured[14, 15].

![Fig. 3. a) Optical image of the 100 $\mu$m hole made in a 200 nm thick layer of gold deposited on the 300 $\mu$m thick GaP crystal. b) Detail of the experimental setup to measure the $z$-component of the near-field of a hole. The electric field of a THz pulse is incident on the hole from above. The local electric field $E_z$ is measured using the synchronized probe laser pulse (red). A highly reflective combination of a Germanium (Ge) and a SiO$_2$ layer, prevents the probe from reaching the gold layer.]

The sample consists of a 100 $\mu$m diameter hole fabricated in a 200 nm thick gold film deposited on top of a 300 $\mu$m thick GaP electro-optic detection crystal (Fig. 3 (a)). A broadband, quasi-single cycle THz pulse is incident on the hole. A focused probe pulse is used to sample the electric field on the shadow side of the hole, in a plane approximately 10 $\mu$m below the metal inside the GaP electro-optic detection crystal (Fig. 3 (b)).[9] In Figs. 2 (a) and (b), we plot the resulting electric near-field spectra of $|E_x|$ and $|E_z|$, measured at the same locations as those used in the calculations, namely underneath the center of the hole and underneath the edge, respectively. The error bars represent the deviation of the amplitude observed at different pixel locations that are close to each other. A vertical scaling factor was applied to the measurements in order to highlight their similarity with the calculations for the "In contact" and "In contact and filled" cases. Overall, the measurements are in good agreement with the calculations, except above those frequencies where the signal-to-noise in the experiment decreases due to the decreasing amplitude of the incident broadband THz pulse at those frequencies.

As we will discuss below, for thicker metal layers, a clear cut-off frequency is observed, below which very little light is transmitted by the hole. For thin metal layers, however, the cut-off is not abrupt, and a significant transmission below the cut-off frequency of the hole is observed. In order to extract a cut-off frequency from our measurements and calculations of both cases, we define the "cut-off" as the frequency for which the amplitude spectrum is maximum or becomes plateau-like. We observe a "cut-off" frequency around 0.5 THz in both the measurements and the calculations, the latter in the "In contact" and "In contact and filled" cases. In the "Free standing" case, the "cut-off" in the calculations is found at a much higher frequency, around 1.4 THz, again emphasizing the effect of the substrate on the electric near-field of the hole.
Note also that the electric field under the free standing layer is stronger in amplitude than the field calculated underneath the holes on GaP. This can be understood from an increased reflection of the incident THz pulse due to the presence of the crystal.

We can conclude from these results that a small hole in a thin metal layer on top of GaP behaves almost exactly as a hole in a thin metal layer on top of GaP, with the hole also filled with GaP. As we will show below, this is only true for very thin metal layers.

2.2. Near-field distribution

In the previous section, we showed how the spectral response of the hole is affected by the presence of the substrate. To determine whether the two-dimensional field distribution underneath the hole is also changed by the substrate, we plot in Fig. 4 the amplitude of the three components of the electric near-field, $|E_x|$, $|E_y|$, $|E_z|$, under a 100 $\mu$m diameter hole at 0.3 THz. This frequency corresponds to a free space wavelength of 1 mm, 10 times larger than the hole diameter. Note that this frequency is lower than the cut-off frequencies of the holes for all configurations. The images in the top row represent the measured field, the lower rows correspond to the electric near-field components, calculated in a plane 10 $\mu$m below the metal layer for the three configurations shown in Fig. 1. They correspond to the “Free standing”, “In contact” and “In contact and filled” cases. In the calculations for the three configurations, the same color scale was used for each field-component separately. This allows for a direct comparison between the results of the calculations of, for example, the various $|E_y|$-components, but not between $|E_x|$ and $|E_y|$. A separate color scale is used for the experimental results. The two-dimensional distribution of the amplitude of the field is similar for the experiment and for the three calculated cases. The $|E_x|$ component is situated inside the hole and resembles an oblong shape that is elongated in the direction of the incident polarization; the $|E_y|$ component has four lobes, localized at the four “corners” of the hole; the $|E_z|$ component is strongly localized near the edges of the hole in the direction of the incident field. Surprisingly, the two-dimensional field distributions shown in Fig. 4 not only agree very well with the measured near-field distributions, but they also look very much alike.

The main difference lies in the amplitude of the field as we noted previously. The “In contact” and “In contact and filled” cases have similar amplitude levels. In comparison, the “Free standing” case is almost twice as weak. A comparison with Fig. 2 shows that this is explained by the fact that 300 GHz corresponds to a frequency which is much lower than the cut-off frequency of the hole in a free standing metal (1.4 THz), when compared to a hole in metal on GaP and filled with GaP (0.5 THz), as shown in Fig. 1. Similar results were obtained at other frequencies below the lowest cut-off frequency of the holes, that is, below 0.5 THz. Therefore, we conclude that below the cut-off frequency, for such a thin metal layer, the presence of the GaP crystal does not perturb the two-dimensional spatial distribution of the field very much. However, the overall spectral response recorded beneath the hole is certainly very different.

3. Thick metal layer: influence of the GaP crystal

3.1. Frequency dependence

To study the effect of the metal layer thickness on the electric near-field of the hole, we have performed measurements and calculations for a hole defined in a 200 $\mu$m thick metal foil. Four configurations were studied, shown schematically in Fig. 5. In all cases, a 150 $\mu$m diameter hole is defined in the metal, which is assumed to be a perfect conductor. The incident field is linearly polarised along the x-axis and propagates from top to bottom. In the first case, “Free standing”, the foil is placed in vacuum. In the second case, “In contact”, a GaP crystal is placed underneath -in contact- with the metal layer. In the third case, “In contact and filled”, the GaP crystal is also placed below and in contact with the metal, but now the hole is also filled with...
Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the electric near-field components, $|E_x|$, $|E_y|$ and $|E_z|$, below a 100 µm circular hole at 300 GHz in the $x$-$y$ plane; top row: measurements taken beneath a 200 nm thick gold layer; lower rows: calculations using a 0.5 µm thick gold layer. The size of the figures is 200 µm by 200 µm. The distance to the metal at which these distributions are calculated is indicated on the left. The incident THz field is polarized along the $x$-axis. The dotted white line represents the position of the hole. For the calculations, the color scales are the same for each component separately. Different color scales were used for the measured field components.
GaP. In these three cases, the electric field is calculated 10 μm below the metal layer. Finally, in the last case, "30 μm air gap", the GaP crystal is placed 30 μm away from the metal layer and the electric field is calculated 10 μm below the surface of the GaP crystal. This last case is studied because it most closely resembles the experiment; it is probable that there is an air gap between the foil and the GaP crystal due to the non-flatness of the sample.

![Diagram of different configurations](image)

Fig. 5. Drawing of the different configurations used to calculate the electric field beneath a hole in a thick metal layer. The terahertz pulse is incident from above the metal and polarised along the x-axis. In the four cases, the circular hole has a diameter of 150 μm, the thickness of the gold layer, which in the calculations is assumed to be a perfect conductor, is 200 μm. All the calculated results have been taken 10 μm below the metal layer except for the "30 μm air gap" for which the total distance to the metal was 40 μm.

The measurement was performed on a 150 μm diameter hole made in a 200 μm thick aluminum foil. Due to the relatively large thickness, it was impossible to sputter the metal on the crystal directly: the foil lies on the crystal, creating a possible gap between the crystal surface and the foil. The terahertz path was purged with dry nitrogen gas, reducing absorption of THz light by water vapor.

Figures 6 (a)-(b) show the frequency-dependent electric near-field components, |E_x| and |E_z|, measured beneath the hole. The error bars reflect the variation in signal strength observed at several points close to each other. For increasing frequency, |E_z| remains very low until a frequency of about 1.1 THz is reached, after which the amplitude increases sharply. A similar behavior is observed for |E_z|. This rapid increase of the amplitude for increasing frequencies contrasts with the results shown in Fig. 2 for thin metal layers, where this increase was much more gradual.

In Figs. 6 (c)-(d) we plot the calculated electric near-field, |E_z|, underneath the middle of the hole, and |E_z| underneath the edge of the hole, in the four different configurations shown in Fig. 5. In all four cases, the hole acts like a high-pass filter: the transmission sharply increases for increasing frequencies, followed by a slow decay and/or a plateau. The "cut-off" frequencies for the "In contact and filled" case are 350 GHz and around 1.2 THz for all the other cases. Note that the maximum amplitudes of the fields, calculated by taking the presence of the crystal into account, are weaker than for the "Free standing" case. This is presumably due to the crystal which causes an increased reflection and a mode mismatch at the output of the hole.

In general, the oscillations present in the simulated "In contact & filled" case originate from
Fig. 6. a) Electric near-fields $|E_x|$ and b) $|E_z|$ as a function of frequency, measured beneath a 150 μm hole in a 200 μm thick aluminum foil lying on top of a GaP crystal. The curves in a) and b) are guides to the eye. Electric near-fields c) $|E_x|$ and d) $|E_z|$ as a function of frequency, calculated below a 150 μm diameter hole defined in a 200 μm thick metallic foil, for four different configurations shown in Fig. 5. All near-field spectra are normalized with respect to the spectrum of the incident pulse. Vertical scales of the measurements and the calculations should not be compared directly.

The combination of allowed waveguide modes that exist in the waveguide and the different Fabry-Perot interferences that a short waveguide can produce. The calculations clearly show that for thick metal foils, the frequency-dependent transmission for filled and unfilled holes is very different, which contrasts sharply with the results for the thin metal layer. The experimental results for the thick metal foil also don’t agree with those of the “In contact and filled” case. In fact, the experimental results more closely resemble the “In contact” and the “30 μm air gap” cases. The agreement with the “Free standing” case is slightly worse but cannot totally be excluded. Note that in this case, the measured cut-off frequency of about 1.2 THz, but also the calculated cut-off frequencies for the “In contact” and “30 μm air gap” cases, are very close to the calculated cut-off frequency of the free standing foil. Apparently, therefore, a relatively small gap of only a fraction of a wavelength between the foil and the GaP crystal, is sufficient to dramatically reduce the effect of the crystal on the frequency-dependent transmission of the hole. The proximity of the crystal does, however, lead to changes in the calculated maximum amplitude of the electric near-field beneath the hole.
3.2. Metal layer thickness dependence

So far, we have shown results for two extreme cases: one in which the metal layer is very thin (0.5 μm) and one in which the metal is thick (200 μm). In Figs. 7 (a) and (b) we plot the frequency-dependent electric near-field components, $|E_y|$ and $|E_z|$, calculated beneath a 100 μm diameter hole for four different metal thicknesses: 0.5, 2, 50 and 200 μm. The near-field spectra are normalized with respect to the input spectrum of the incident pulse used in the calculations. In all figures, $|E_y|$ is calculated underneath the center of the hole and $|E_z|$ underneath the edge.

In the “Free standing” case, both $|E_y|$ and $|E_z|$ increase gradually with increasing frequency for the thin metal layers, but rather sharply for the 200 μm thick metal layer at a frequency around 1.75 THz. This value agrees with the cut-off frequency of 1.75 THz, calculated for the lowest mode present in a circular waveguide, the TE$_{11}$ mode, using the following expression [16]:

$$v_{\text{cut-off}} = \frac{c Q_{nl}}{2 \pi a} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon \mu}}$$

(1)

where $\varepsilon$ and $\mu$ are the permittivity and the permeability of the material inside the waveguide, $a$ is the radius of the hole and $Q_{nl}$ is a constant for the TE$_{11}$ mode with $Q_{11}$ equal to 1.841. For thinner metal layers, the calculations plotted in Figs. 7 (a) and (b), show a less well defined “cut-off” frequency. Waves with frequencies below the “cut-off” frequency normally don’t propagate inside the waveguide because their wave-vector component $k_z$ in the propagation direction is imaginary. The waves are then evanescent and their amplitudes decay exponentially in the waveguide with distance. If the waveguide is shorter than the wavelength, however, these evanescent waves are still able to reach the end of the waveguide and are transferred into propagating waves again. This explains the gradual increase in the electric near-field underneath the holes in the thin metal layers, as opposed to the more abrupt increase observed for the thick metal layer. Note that the differences between metal layers of 2 μm and 0.5 μm thickness are very small. Below 0.5 μm, there is no difference in the results obtained by the calculations.

In Figs. 7 (c) and (d), we plot the electric fields, $|E_y|$ and $|E_z|$, as a function of frequency, calculated in a plane 10 μm below the hole, for metal layer thicknesses of 0.5, 2, 10 and 25 μm. In this case the metal is assumed to be in contact with the GaP crystal. In Figs. 7 (e) and (f) similar calculations are shown, but this time the hole is also assumed to be filled with GaP. Again, the electric near-field spectrum is normalized with respect to the incident field spectrum. The curves for a metal thickness of 0.5 μm are the same as the ones shown in Fig. 2 and are reproduced here for completeness. In the “In contact” case, the frequency-dependence of both $|E_y|$ and $|E_z|$ is strongly affected by the metal thickness, where significant changes already occur when the thickness increases from 0.5 to 10 μm. Note that 10 μm is still a factor of ten smaller than the diameter of the hole.

Both in the “In contact” and “In contact and filled” cases, we can see an increase of the field amplitude for $|E_z|$ with frequency until a maximum or a quasi-plateau is reached, after which the amplitude decays again. The initial, almost linear, dependence of the amplitude with frequency agrees with the linear dependence predicted by Bouwkamp [10] and also with experiments reported recently [9].

In the “In contact” case, the cut-off frequency clearly shifts to higher frequencies with increasing metal layer thickness. This is explained by the fact that for waveguides of increasing length, the influence of the substrate at the end of the waveguide diminishes, so that the behavior of the waveguide tends to approach that of a free standing waveguide. Note that Figs. 7 (c) and (d) only show results for waveguides as long as 25 μm and thus only show the onset of this behavior. In contrast, when the hole is also filled, the cut-off frequency does not change much with increasing metal layer thickness; only the steepness of the curve in the case of $|E_z|$ increases somewhat with larger thickness. If we consider the hole as an ideal circular
Fig. 7. Electric near-field components $|E_x|$ (left) under the center of a 100 μm diameter hole and $|E_z|$ (right) underneath the edge of the hole, calculated as a function of frequency in a plane that is 10 μm below the metal layer. a) and b): the "Free standing" case, for four different metal layer thicknesses: 0.5, 2, 50 and 200 μm; c) and d): the GaP "In contact"; e) and f): the GaP "In contact and filled" cases. The latter two cases are plotted for four different metal layer thicknesses of 0.5, 2, 10 and 25 μm.
waveguide, filled with GaP having a refractive index of 3.4, we obtain a cut-off frequency of 586 GHz. The calculation shown in Fig. 7 gives a "cut-off" frequency around 540 GHz for a thickness of 25 μm. Therefore, when the hole is in contact with and filled with GaP, the "cut-off" frequency is close that of a waveguide entirely embedded in GaP. An important conclusion can be drawn from the calculations and measurements of the frequency-dependent hole transmission in metal layers deposited on the GaP crystal: if the hole is completely filled with GaP, the transmission characteristics are very similar to those of an empty hole, but only when the metal layer is thin enough. For the hole diameter of 100 μm used in the calculations, this approximation already breaks down for metal layer thicknesses larger than 5-10 μm. Note that this agrees with our earlier observations of the frequency-dependent component, |E_z|, measured beneath holes fabricated in a 200 nm thick gold layer deposited on GaP.[9]

3.3. Near-field distribution

In Fig. 8, we plot the two-dimensional spatial distribution of the amplitude of the three orthogonal field components, |E_x|, |E_y|, and |E_z|, of the electric near-field in a plane underneath a 200 μm thick metal layer at a frequency of 1 THz. At this frequency, the hole can still be considered as sub-wavelength since 1 THz is below the cut-off frequency of the waveguide. The top row shows the actual measurements, whereas the images in the remaining rows represent calculations for the various configurations shown on the left: a plot of the field components calculated in a plane 10 μm below the metal (second row), 40 μm below the metal (third row), 10 μm below the metal which is in contact with the GaP (fourth row), 40 μm below the metal which is in contact with the GaP (fifth row) and finally, 10 μm below the surface of the GaP crystal, where the surface is 30 μm below the metal (sixth row). This last configuration most likely resembles the condition under which the experiment was performed. All calculations use the same color scale for each field component separately: the amplitudes calculated for the different configurations can therefore be compared directly.

The calculated spatial distribution of the electric near-field at 10 μm is somewhat different from the distribution calculated in a plane 40 μm below the metal. For example, at a distance of 40 μm, |E_z| is less concentrated at the edges of the hole and |E_y| shows significant presence underneath the metal. The amplitude of |E_z| 40 μm below the metal is also significantly lower than at 10 μm below the layer. This is to be expected, since the z-component is non-propagating and decays rapidly with the distance to the metal layer.

For the "Free standing" cases as well as the "In contact" cases, |E_x| and |E_y| are present mostly below the hole. The "30 μm air gap" case is noteworthy in that, |E_y| spreads out to regions beyond the hole, underneath the metal, becoming more delocalized. The presence of a dielectric held at a certain distance from the metal distorts the field significantly compared to the "Free standing" case and the "In contact" cases. This can be understood from the refraction of the quasi-static field lines at the air/crystal interface. Although difficult to see in Fig. 8, |E_z| in the lower three rows is mainly present near the edges of the hole, as the Bouwkamp model predicts.[10] An important observation is the value of |E_z|, which for the "30 μm air gap" case is 20 times lower than for the "Free standing" case and 4 times lower than the "In contact" case. This explains our experimental observation that even small gaps between the metal foil and the crystal give rise to a strongly reduced signal, making it more difficult to measure weak field components such as the y-component of the field for a square aperture for example.[17].

Our measurements agree mostly with the "30 μm air gap" calculation. The measured y-component is more delocalized than expected when compared with the "In contact" calculation. At the same time, the measured z-component is weak but still localized around the edges and agrees very well with these calculations.
Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of the electric near-field components, $|E_x|$, $|E_y|$ and $|E_z|$, underneath a 150 µm circular hole in a 200 µm thick plate at 1 THz in the x-y plane. Top row: measurements; lower rows: calculations. The size of the figure is 400 µm by 400 µm. The distance between this plane and the metal layer is indicated on the left in each case (10 or 40 µm). The incident THz field is polarized along the x-axis. The dotted white line represents the position of the hole. For the calculations, the color scales are the same for each component separately. Different color scales were used for the measured field components.
4. Conclusion

The effect on the electric near-field of the GaP crystal can be summarized as follows: for thin metal layers, the spatial distribution is not altered very much for frequencies below the lowest cut-off frequency obtained for all configurations used in our calculations. At the same time, the transmission properties of a hole filled with GaP are practically identical to those of an unfilled hole. When the metal layer thickness increases, the frequency-dependent transmission of both filled and unfilled holes changes dramatically and become different from each other. For large thickness, the transmission of the unfilled hole on GaP resembles the one of a hole with no crystal underneath it. The presence of an air gap between the structure and the crystal decreases the amplitude of the detected signal and gives rise to less confined fields due to an increased divergence of the quasi-static field lines. Our results also imply that the presence of a near-field probe in the form of a dielectric substrate, can affect the spectral response of the object under study. This is, of course, true for our near-field measurements as well, although our "probe", the GaP crystal on which the metal is deposited, forms a dielectric half space which is easily included in the analysis.
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